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Global D&O
Emerging European Trends

For years the absence of an Insured’s equity listing on a US public exchange 

meant an easi(er) night’s sleep for most public company D&O underwriters. The 

US class-action system, active plaintiff bar regime and significant defense costs 

spend was unmatched in the European and global litigation environment. As a 

result, our international clients enjoyed discounts on premium and broadened 

coverage features such as unlimited reinstatements of limits, widened corporate 

investigations cover, and limited exclusions in the corporate D&O policy. 

However, this trend is changing as European shareholders have increasing options 

in pursuing recoveries against corporations and their senior management. Further, 

those European companies that previously were unconcerned with US forum 

class-action regimes due to a low-level American Depository Receipt listing (ADRs) 

are now facing case law challenges that dramatically increase their financial and 

insured risk. Click here to read more about these and other emerging European 

D&O trends

UK Country Profile
Brexit Implications and Tax Increases

As one of the world’s largest and most influential economic markets, the UK has 

featured prominently in recent international news for the Brexit referendum. 

In addition to a brief update on this popular topic, this article also reviews the 

compulsory coverage requirements for the UK and the latest changes to the 

IPT rate.

Click here to read more.
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Global Travel
Protecting Associates Traveling on Company Business

459 million trips were taken by US residents last year for business purposes. In 

a recent survey conducted of 100,000 travelers, 83 percent of travelers did not 

carry any type of card with them and had no idea who to call if a minor or major 

incident occurred. 50 percent of those polled would consider taking legal action in 

the event of an emergency being mishandled. These statistics alone illustrate the 

issue many companies face as they send valued associates out on business trips 

around the world but when you also consider the terrorist attacks and political 

turmoil happening over the past year, the situation becomes something of critical 

importance to address.

Click here to read about creating a travel risk management to protect associates 

traveling on company business.

Global Tax Update
What it Means for You

The global tax landscape has had some rapidly-developing changes over the last 

six months. This article looks at how changes in various country tax schemes 

will impact your business and the insurance industry moving forward. Countries 

profiled include India, the UK, Slovakia and Colombia. 

Global Benefits Update
Turkey Enacts Pension Reform

The regulations enacting the amendment law to mandate individual pension 

coverage for Turkish workers are slowly crystalizing, and the 18 pension providers 

active in the Turkish market are quickly building defined contribution pension 

products that will be structurally compliant with the auto-enrollment requirements. 

Private businesses with 5 or more employees are required to contract with an 

approved pension provider in order to automatically enroll all eligible employees in 

a pension plan funded with employee contributions of 3 percent of salary eligible 

for social security contributions. Click here to read more about how the recent 

changes in Turkey might affect your business. 

Lockton Global® 

Lockton Global provides services 
to 1,000+ US multinational clients 
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